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Abstract 
 
 Approach to the Pauli problem is found to represent the experimental datum of 

fine-structure constant by algebraic symmetric  formula. Its accuracy is all known 
12 valid digits. The basic part of deduced formula is a product of four geometrical 
progressions to give units only in formal expression. A statistical interpretation is 
given for product by model of hydrogen–like system. The accuracy of formula is 
made better by adding exponential correction item of similar structure to give 12 
valid digits.  The item is conditioned by the Poisson distribution.. 
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1  Introduction 
 
 Fine structure constant in theoretical physics is designated as Greek letter α . It is 
ratio of  square rooted electron charge e2 for product of Plank’s constant h  into light 
velocity c : 
 
     2 /e cα = h  .      (1)          
 
It is equal to 1/137 approximately. The quantity is dimensionless to be physical constant 
i.e. it can be defined in experiment. The quantity α is a fundamental constant of QED and 
is the  basis of all up-to-date theories. In R. Feynman words : “All good theoretical 
physicists put this number up on their wall and worry about it” [1]. Modern concept  of 
constant α and other fundamental constants which are few tens, is actually unformulated  
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[1,2]. In G.‘t Hooft words we may be only astonished by “How can Nature (or “God”) 
continuously remember infinite sequence of decimals?” [2]. 
 In QED the perturbation theory uses small values so relation (1) is got used. 
Nevertheless reciprocal value is more convenient to research α  itself. Up-to-date 
measurements for reciprocal value of quantity 1α − give 12 valid digits [3]: 
 
    1 137.035999074(44)α − = .     (2) 
 
Numbers in brackets  show moderate  spread of last two digits 7 and 4 during 
measurements. Nevertheless they are reliable. 
 R. Feynman came out  with suggestion that fine-structure constant is connected 
with number π or exponent [1]. Found symmetry in the paper shows that the second 
suggestion is rather valid if Nature prefers a beauty of mathematical constructions. 
 We remind shortly a history of introduction of fine-structure constant in physics. N. 
Bohr in his theory  for basic  hydrogen energy level,  equaled potential energy of two 
attracted charges e and –e  to energy of photon ωh  by using Planck’s formula: 
     2 /e r hω= ,      (3)          
         
where r is radius of rotating electron, ω  is frequency of rotation.  
 Let us find from Eq. (1) the velocity of rotating charge v by substituting frequency 
ω  for ratio v/r. We can now cancel radius r from both sides of the relation and divide them 
by light velocity c to get on right-hand part dimensionless quantity: 
 
     2 / =v /e c ch  .     (4)          
 
Now we can understand why the constant α  is so important. It is the velocity of speed of 
electron in hydrogen atom in units of light velocity. The constant α  in physics was 
introduced by A. Sommerfeld. 
 Have  got the Bohr theory  for hydrogen spectrum, physicists are to explain fine 
structure of spectrum. It occurred as a result of more careful measurements which were 
done for the first time by R. Wood. It is appeared that on place of spectrum line if to watch 
it on screen of spectroscope more attentively, a group of lines is placed indeed which is 
called as fine structure. 
 Physicists proposed that fine structure is bound with relativistic theory where 

famous square root 2 2(1 v / c )−  containing velocity v of electron, is essential. Still 
before a theory for fine structure was discovered A. Sommerfeld decided to reduce  the 
formula “in the old way” by inserting square root in the Bohr’s formula for energy levels. 
Quantities to stand under square root  he found on the base of experimental data. One can 
imagine how many calculations he did without computer. Unpredictably a formula was 
found to be quite simple. It gave a very important impulse for developing theory. If  the 
formula exists than a theory has to be found indeed. 
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 Very soon a beautiful theory was found by P. Dirac. The word beautiful in physics 
means that theory has a symmetry. The theory gives rise to Sommerfeld’s formula 
containing dimensionless parameter α  from  Eq. (4). It is the reason why Sommerfeld 
called it as fine-structure constant.  
 
 
2  The Pauli problem  
 
Having built out quantum theory theoretical physicists  think over question that has no 
answer now as well. There are quantum theory (using the Plank constant h ) and 
Maxwell’s equations (using light velocity c) where electron charge seems to  be calculated 
by knowledge of  α . So advanced theory has to give a formula for number α  or a method 
of calculation α   (with  12 valid numbers ). Perhaps the theory has to arise from quantum 
electrodynamics  using quantities e, h , c both. 
 It is known that V. Pauli who developed spin theory thought  over the problem [4]. 
According to memoirs of contemporaries he was obsessed by an idée and some time lived 
in number 137 [5].  To do justice to great physicist of twentieth century  the α  problem 
has to be called as the Pauli  problem. 
 Referring to history of physics we have to remind that many formulae were got at 
first on the base of experimental data. For example Kepler’s  laws are the result of careful 
manual work out star coordinates. With that purpose he invented logarithms. And only 
later Newton’s theory gave explanation for these laws. Formulae for part of hydrogen 
spectrum frequencies were found by  I. Balmer.  He observed because has looked for, that 
frequencies contain inverse square rooted whole numbers. And no doubt, Sommerfeld’s 
theory containing whole numbers as well, left behind a theory. 
 By similar way on the first step we can come to Pauli’s problem on the base of 
analysis of experimental value only because 12 valid digits in physics is extreme accuracy 
in physics. 
 
 
3  Units in number -1α  
 
To follow example of great researchers of twentieth age we try from that point of view to 
analyze the value 1α− . Can we get beautiful and simultaneously simple formula? Our 
advantage is that we have a computer at hand. 
 To explain the idea we can imagine that the value 1α−  is appeared in measurement 
to be equal to 105 plus little correction. At once physicists would factorize the number into 
product 1·3·5·7 and neglect correction. The product has a symmetry that a researcher can 
use for physical idea.  
 Was something similar in history of physics?  We think that good example indeed 
is a history of discover of  magnetic moment of electron.. Experiment gave a value 
approximately two times more  than its classical value. It allowed N. Bohr to get ratio 2 as  
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an axiom. The Dirac theory does confirm his proposition later and doubled  magnetic 
moment carries his name now- the Bohr magneton. 
 In that paper  we  approach to the Pauli problem trying  to find concealed symmetry 
of experimental datum (2). With that purpose we have to formulate following simple 
problem. What symmetric number is to divide the number 1α−  into to get another 
symmetric number? It is not clear whether the problem is solvable.  
 Author carried plenty of calculations to find a solution. It is appeared that solution 
is so simple that we don’t need a computer now. Let us divide the experimental datum into 
symmetric number 1.11. We get with  accuracy 6 valid digits: 
 
     1 ...α − ≈ 1.11 123.455   .    (5) 
 
Now we can modify the second multiplier in Eq. (5) for totally symmetric number within 
the same accuracy: 
 
     1 ...α− ≈ 1.11 123.45554321  .    (6) 
 
It is interesting formula already but some mathematical wonder comes next. We factorize 
the second multiplier taking into account  the accuracy  12  digits now. It is desirable to do 
division without a computer. We get following multipliers containing units only: 
 
     =123.45554321 11.111 11.11111 .   (7) 
 
Uniting formulae (6) and (7) we can find totally symmetric formula for  1α− : 
 
     1 . . .α − ≈ 0 1 1.11 11 111 111 11111  .   (8) 
 
 Note that each following multiplier is being got from previous one by inserting 
formally  two units: on right-hand and on left-hand. So numbers of units in four multipliers 
are equal to 1, 3, 5, and 7 successively. It is strange but we got sequence 1, 3, 5, 7 
discussed above. 
 One has not  to regard the formula as a message from the Universe. It is a product 
of four geometric progressions with common ratio 10. It would not be out of  place to 
remind that space-time  dimension is 4 and it is dimension of the Dirac matrices. Number 
of summands in each progression is equal to 1, 3, 5, 7  accordingly and total number of 
units is 42. Accordingly common ratio 10 is connected with arithmetic progression: 
1+2+3+4. Products of multipliers in pairs have a symmetry as well: 
 
   . =1.11 11 111 12.33321  , 
   . =1.11 111 1111 123.333321  , 
   . . =11 111 111 1111 1234.5554321  .     (9) 
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Sum of multipliers is proportional as numerical  vector, to the first product: 
   
   . .+ + =1.11 11 111 111.1111 123 3321 . 
 
But as soon as we take product of four multipliers the symmetry is hidden to give famous 
number 137.035… . 
 
 
4  Exponential correction item  
 
Formula with six valid digits has very good accuracy for physics. For example quantum 
mechanics, in the Bohr units, is valid to an accuracy of  4 digits. More accurate relativistic 
theory gives a correction in fifth digit already.  Our problem now is to continue found 
formula in similar style and to achieve  an accuracy of 12 valid digits. Only then we can 
conclude that future theory does give automatically empirical formula. 
 In quantum mechanics and in electrodynamics, small corrections have often  
exponential form. According to it we try to look for a correction in the form of exponential 
function.  From experimental datum by using calculator we can find 6 valid digits for 
power-number of exponential function: 
 
   1 . . . exp( 7.96875)α − ≈ + −0 1 1.11 11 111 111 11111  .         (10) 
 
To follow method of previous part let us present the argument of exponential function in 
form of geometric simple progression. It appears that common ratio can be selected to be 
equal to 2: 
 
  3 54 2 ... 1/ 32 7.96875 2 1/ 2+ + + = = −  . 
    
Thus we get formula with all known valid digits: 

   
k=2

1 k

k 5
. . . exp( 2 )α −

=−

≈ + −∑0 1 1.11 11 111 111 11111 .          (11)        

 To trace symmetry of total formula we have to note that power-number can be 
wrote formally as series of units. With that object  we write  argument of exponential 
function in binary code. Remind that in binary code number k2 is written as unit with k 

zeros. Fraction -k2 give after comma zeros and unit. So we have accordance: 
    
    4 100→ , 
    2 10→ ,     
    1/ 2 0.1→ ,  
    ……….., 
    1/ 32 0.00001→ . 
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         As a result the argument of exponent consists in binary code from eight units: 

    7.96875 111.11111→  
So the correction in binary code is product of four exponent multipliers: 
    exp( 110)exp( 1.1)exp( 0.011)exp( 0.00011)− − − − . 
 
Units are moved in arguments to the right by two positions successively. 
 
 
5  Constant  α as consequence of statistical equilibrium 
 
(a) Hydrogen-like system. Found symmetries allow to look for physical model with relative 
relations. The quantum mechanics was built in such a way. We try to use simple model 
where statistical equilibrium gives rise to formula (8) from units. At the same time we 
make use of language of probability theory together exclusion rules of quantum system.  
 We consider a quantum system where energy levels are defined by quantum 
numbers n, l, m as the same ones for hydrogen atom. However quantities of energy can be 
differed from the Coulomb ones. We are interested in first four levels with numbers n=1, 2, 
3, 4 as far as formula (8) contains four multipliers as well. Moreover system doesn’t 
distinguish states  with numbers +m and –m  (as levels with m+1/2 and –m-1/2 ). The 
system with angular momentum directed up is identical to system with angular momentum 
directed down (if others quantum numbers are the same).  
 Electrons can occupy given four levels. Two electrons are allowed on levels “m>0” 
and one is on level “m=0”. As a result we have the following electron configurations on 
three levels with n=2, n=3, n=4 where total numbers of states are equal to 4, 9, 16 
accordingly. 
n=2. 
1+1+2 levels:  l=0. m=0,  
    l=1. m=0,  
                m=1,  s= ±1/2. 
n=3. 
1+2+3 values m:  l=0. m=0, 
    l=1. m=0, 1. 
    l=2. m=0, 1, 2. 
n=4. 
1+2+3+4 values m, 
1+3+5+7 levels:  l=0. m=0, 
    l=1. m=0, 
     m=1, s= ±1/2.    
    l=2. m=0, 
          m=1, s= ±1/2, 
     m=2, s= ±1/2. 
    l=3. m=0, 
          m=1, s= ±1/2, 
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     m=2, s= ±1/2. 
     m=3, s= ±1/2, 
                   (12)        
where s is electron spin.  
(b). Transition from “n=2” to “n=4”. We suppose that four electrons laying on level 
“n=2” can jump on level “n=4” under weak disturbance that is of order α1/2 in atomic units. 
Moreover new values of quantum number l have to be different from each other: l = 1, 2, 
3, 4. Probability of transition in new configuration “n=4” is square of according amplitude 
in superposition of ψ-functions. It is of order α . We suppose that ratio of probability of 
second configuration to that of first one is equal to α strictly . 
(c) Distribution on “m” . Let be probabilities of electron occupation or electron ejection 
distributed even on values |m| for given “n”. In ordinary way it can be for degenerate 
energy levels, for example for hydrogen atom  (without spin interaction).  
(d) Probability to jump.We suppose that level “n=2” is totally occupied by four electrons. 
We are looking for probability of its transition to level “n=4”. Let be the system put in 
photon cloud and interacted with one photon in a sequence.  We suppose that probability to 
hit out an electron doesn’t depend on spin and it is distributed even on values |m| . The 
number of states (m=0, 1, 2) is equal to 3. Then the probability to interact with photon is 
equal to 1/3. 
 Let electrons go from level “n=2” in sequent way from upper energy level to lower 
one. Then probability of first electron to go is equal to 1/3, of two electrons is equal to 1/9, 
and so on. Four probabilities are multiplied together to give probability for four electrons 
to go from level “n=2”up, viz.,  
 
    P2=(1/3)4

.              (13)        
 
(e) Probability to fall. If  electrons are filling up level n=4   in statistical way than we can 
calculate probability to find configuration with at least one hole for each  l=0, 1, 2, 3. Total 
number of holes has to be  equal 4 or more. We assume that only then following from 
“n=2” four electrons can occupy level n=4 . Probability of electron to interact  with any 
sublevel is distributed even on values “m”. Total number of them is equal to 10. Therefore 
the probability P(m) to interact  is equal to  
 
    P(m)=1/10 .              (14)        
 
It doesn’t signify that electron occupies the sublevel. It has to be empty for that. Electrons 
occupy levels from lower one to upper. Probability to occupy all (2l+1) sublevels for given 
l is equal to 
 
    [P(m)]2l+1.  
       
Subtracting it from unit we get probability of configuration where at least one hole at state 
“l”, viz., 
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    1-[P(m)]2l+1.              (15)        
 

 Multiplying  them together we find probability to get at least one hole at each level 
with   l=0, 1, 2, 3  

 
  P4= {1-[P(m)]1}{1-[P(m)]3}{1-[P(m)5]}{1-[P(m)]7}.          (16)               
 
(f) Probability to pass by.  Let probability to get on state “m” of intermediate level “n=3” 
be equal to P(m) as well. The reason for this is that total number of sublevels “m” for n=1, 
2, 3 to be equal to 10. For level n=3 we have 6 sublevels “m” with l=0, 1, 2. Probability not 
to occupy sublevel “m”  is equal to (1-P(m)). Holes  are laying from upper state to lower 
i.e. in definite order. To calculate probability of 6 holes we have to raise the value to the 
power of six, viz., 
 
    P3= [1-P(m)]6 .              (17) 
That is probability to pass by level n=3. So system demands to pass by all electrons 
together. 
 Multiplying probabilities  P2 and P3 together we get a probability of 4 electrons to 
go up from level n=2, viz.,        
 
     P2 P3 .              (18)        
 
If quantity (18) is equal to zero than the transition doesn’t exist. 
 Probability in physics is relative number of particles (or relative frequency  
of events). Let in the macro system N2 particles in average be put on level n=2 and N4 
particles are on level n=4. (The ratio N2/ N4 appears to be approximately equal to 137). In 
statistical equilibrium the flow of particles going up from level n=2 is equal to flow of 
particles coming down from level n=4. In according with Eq. (16) the flow of particles 
down is equal in average to N4 P4. The flow of particles up is equal in average to N2 P2 P3 
according to Eq. (18). Equating quantities with  each other we find ratio of particles laid on 
levels in equilibrium, viz., 
 
    4 2 2 3 4/ /N N P P P=  .            (19)        
 
 In the scope of quantum mechanics we have to conclude that it is ratio of squared 
amplitudes of according states. If the state n=2 is unperturbated then no transitions.  For 
weak perturbation small probability occurs to find configuration n=4. According 
assumption (a) the ratio (19) is equal to α and we get formula (8) “from  units”, viz., 
 
    1 2

4 2 3= / /с e P P Pα − =h ,            (20)        
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where P2 is probability of electron to jump up, P3 is probability to pass by the level n=3, 
and P4 is probability to fall 4 electrons down from “n=4” with different numbers l. 
  
 
6 Contribution of density fluctuations 
 
 In part 5 total numbers of particles N2  and  N4 are used in the flow. Due  to 
fluctuations N2  and  N4 have to be changed. Accordingly to that the formula (19) has to be 
changed a little. An additional item occurs in the scope of perturbation theory. To follow 
part 5 approach we can suppose that particle numbers are subdued to the Poisson law. The 
coherent state accords to it in quantum mechanics. 
 We assign an elementary volume that has two particles (or two “atoms”) in average 
with moment up and moment down. Nevertheless due to fluctuations it can contain 0, 1, 2, 
3 and more “atoms” .  We suppose that level “n=4” is occupied by by four electrons 
completely. Each level “|m|” has 2 electrons if  m ≠0 and 1 electron for m=0. Therefore for 
the elementary volume the largest number of electrons is equal to 8 in average as far as two 
atoms in it. At the same time 32 electrons can occupy level “n=4” in average. 
 We have to note that numbers 8 and 32 are stand in formula (11) namely. On 
sublevel of “n=2” only one electron was laid according theory of part 5. We suppose that 
one electron in average now is laid on sublevel “m, s” in elementary volume as far as total 
number of atoms fluctuates. In such a way we suppose that number of electrons k2 on the 
sublevel is distributed by the Poisson law, viz., 
     <k2>=1, 

     1
exp[ ]

!
1( )k

k
P −= .  

The Poisson distribution gives probability to find one electron there and  probability of 
hole to be equal to it, viz., 
 
  P(k=0) = P(k=1) = exp[-1].              (21)                    
  
 Let find now the average number of holes <k4> on each sublevel of “n=4” 
supposing that k4 is distributed by the Poisson law as well. We use a following balance 
condition for fluctuations in elementary volume.  In average for one electron on sublevel 
“m, s” of  “n=2” (weak condition) only one hole is laid on whole group of sublevels “n=4” 
(strong condition). Therefore  average number of holes on each sublevel “m, s” of “n=4”  is 
equal to  
  
     <k4>= 1/32. 
 
The condition means that electrons fall down on level “n=2” from “n=4” coherently during 
fluctuation trying to occupy only one sublevel. 
 We need the probability of absence of holes on sublevel of “n=4” (when exactly 
one electron on the sublevel) 
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     ехр[-1/32].             (22)        
 
Let us calculate probability of totally empty level “n=2” that is getting empty due to 
fluctuations. Probability of eight holes on “n=2” (that is strong condition) is equal to eight 
degree of value (21), viz., 
 
     {P(k=0)}8 = exp[-8].            (23)        
 
Moreover at the same time totally empty upper level “n=4” is not allowed because 
fluctuation has to occur inside “atom” at first. So at least one electron laid on upper level 
when level “n=2 is totally empty. 
 We have divide probability (23) into value (22) to get probability of empty level 
“n=2” under condition that at least one electron is laid on level “n=4”, viz., 
 
    exp[-8+1/32].              (24) 
                  
So probability of eight holes is increased a little due to “exclusion rule”. 
 Let us calculate the flow of eight holes up using the model of part 5. As to be 
supposed four electrons go up to pass the level “n=3”. Accordingly probabilities P2 P3 are 
multiplied together. Now four holes move up. Probability of them due to fluctuations is 
degree (24)  as well.” Probability of fluctuated holes which jumped from level “n=2” and 
passed by  “n=3, is equal to product P2 P3exp[-8+1/32] now. We have to multiply it by 
whole number of  particles N2 as far as it is really the flow of electrons down. So the 
additional flow of electrons down is equal to        
    N4 P2 P3exp[-8+1/32]. 
 
Now we get corrected form of statistical equilibrium, viz., 
 
   N2 P2P3 - N4 P4 - N4 P2 P3exp[-8+1/32]= 0. 
 
We actually suppose that electrons in elementary volume don’t distinguish “atoms” as far 
as probabilities depend on total numbers of sublevels only. 
  Finally instead of Eq.(20) we have  
 
    N2/N4 = α-1= P4/(P2P3) + exp[-8+1/32]. 
 
Formula coincides with  Eq. (11) that gives all 12 valid digits. 
 
 
7 Properties of hydrogen system  
 
 We enumerate  now all properties  together, giving birth to symmetric formula (11). 
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1) Quantum numbers are the same as those the Coulomb system has. Similar model can be 

constructed by using 3-dimension oscillator. 
2) Electrons totally occupy the level “n=2” and can move up statistically. 
3) Values |m| are equiprobable for given “n”. 
4) Under statistical equilibrium 4 holes with different “l” on level  “n=4” accord to  4  

electrons on the level “n=2”. 
5) Fluctuations are subdued to the Poisson law. In average one electron on sublevel of 

“n=2” induces one hole on group of sublevels “n=4”. 
6) Fluctuation of 4 electrons on level “n=2” induces 4 holes on it. 
7) Totally empty levels “n=2” and “n=4” are prohibited. 
 Note that we don’t use any constant but quantum numbers of  the Coulomb system 

only. 
 
 
8 Conclusions 
 
 We have to remind that number 1α−  is a result of expensive  and up-to-date 
sophisticated experiment connecting charge of electron e  with constants h  and c.  Found 
numerical symmetry shows that proper theory will get physical symmetry to reflect 
numerical one.  
 Similar situation was in period of developing of quantum mechanics. V. Heisenberg 
invented i.e. discovered matrices to substitute coordinate and impulse. Matrices contain 
unlimited sequence of units when other elements are equal to zero. Then E. Schrödinger 
used derivatives for impulses instead of unlimited matrices. Substituting them into law of 
energy conservation he got his famous beautiful equation. Any procedure of calculation 
(including the Feynman diagrams for example) leads to found symmetric formula because 
its precision is extremely high. 
 Its structure suggests possible quantum system that generates the formula. We 
deduced it using quantum numbers n, l, m  of hydrogen-like system. Interaction  can be 
varied with broad limits as far as we need definite quantum amplitude ratio only. 
Correction item is found by using the Poisson distribution  “to contain units” as well.   
 Model prompt a way to find real physical picture defining fine-structure constant. 
Found symmetries just confirms R. Feynman’s words that α is magic number indeed [1].  
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